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Carvox Two Way Communication and Automotive Remote Starting Rado
2300 Car Alarm is designed to be operated manually or with a remote

control by car owner or an authorised person. It has the following
features: Red LED light on the transmitter screen and the main LED light
for car alarm when it is activated; Installation into the vehicleâ��s space;

Transmitters suitable for any car; 26-Gauge wires (ALC1726) and
9-Gauge wire (ALC1609) to connect to the vehicleâ��s electrical system;
Battery-operated car alarm with key type options (ACS1208,1208G and
other types); Displays the following information: Headlight Fault - ON.

Door and Engine - Open. GPS Fault - ON. Maneuverability - MCS
(Maneuverable Condition State) FL1, FL2, FL3 and FL4. The operating
system supports the following display formats: 24-Gauge wires for the
car alarm and the two-way communication; Transmitter and receiver
operation with various keys; Operations with different receivers; The

following receivers can be used with Carvox Two Way Communication:
Motorola 88-923 TM Systems PK2202 TM Systems PK2200 TM Systems
PK3700 TM Systems PK3700 TM Systems PK3700 TM Systems PK3700

TM Systems PK3700 TM Systems PK3700. Cx 2 two-way communication
system is suitable for cars with the following electrical circuits: 12V
battery power supply Vehicle power system The Carvox will operate

according to this type of car electrical system: 12V battery power supply
Vehicle power system. 1. Wireless Distance: maximum distance 2.

Receiver Resolution: Maximum resolution; The receiver resolution can be
found in the manual of the receiver being used. 3. Operating range:

Carvox will operate within this distance; 4. Wired distance: maximum
distance 5. Battery: battery duration 6. Working mode: Carvox can be
used in working mode, in which the transmitter is turned on and the

receiver is turned off or the car alarm mode, in which both are turned
on; 7. Blinking: if you enable the flashing LED, the status LED will flash

every second; 8. 6d1f23a050
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